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ABSTRACT

Unlike optical CCDs, near-infrared detectors, which are based on CMOS hybrid

readout technology, typically suffer from electrical crosstalk between the pixels. The

interpixel capacitance (IPC) responsible for the crosstalk affects the point-spread func-

tion (PSF) of the telescope, increasing the size and modifying the shape of all objects

in the images while correlating the Poisson noise. Upcoming weak lensing surveys that

use these detectors, such as WFIRST, place stringent requirements on the PSF size

and shape (and the level at which these are known), which in turn must be translated

into requirements on IPC. To facilitate this process, we present a first study of the

effect of IPC on WFIRST PSF sizes and shapes. Realistic PSFs are forward-simulated

http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.01570v2
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from physical principles for each WFIRST bandpass. We explore how the PSF size

and shape depends on the range of IPC coupling with pixels that are connected along

an edge or corner; for the expected level of IPC in WFIRST, IPC increases the PSF

sizes by ∼5%. We present a linear fitting formula that describes the uncertainty in the

PSF size or shape due to uncertainty in the IPC, which could arise for example due to

unknown time evolution of IPC as the detectors age or due to spatial variation of IPC

across the detector. We also study of the effect of a small anisotropy in the IPC, which

further modifies the PSF shapes. Our results are a first, critical step in determining

the hardware and characterization requirements for the detectors used in the WFIRST

survey.

Subject headings: Astronomical Instrumentation, Astronomical Phenomena and Seeing

1. Introduction

A number of ongoing and future space telescopes will focus on the near-infrared (NIR) or

infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which provide a view through the gas and dust in

nearby star-forming regions, and allow higher signal-to-noise imaging of high-redshift galaxies. Im-

ages in the NIR are currently being taken by the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3; Kimble et al. 2008)

in the Hubble Space Telescope and the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al.

2010). Upcoming space telescope missions such as NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope (JWST;

Gardner et al. 2006) and Wide Field InfraRed Space Telescope1 (WFIRST; Green et al. 2012;

Spergel et al. 2013, 2015) will also focus on infrared imaging. WFIRST mission will provide high

quality image data for weak gravitational lensing studies.

Weak gravitational lensing (for a review, see for example Bartelmann & Schneider 2001; Refregier

2003; Schneider 2006; Hoekstra & Jain 2008) is the deflection of light rays from background sources

such as galaxies by matter in the foreground, resulting in a small magnification and shape distortion.

Weak lensing can be a powerful cosmological probe constraining cosmological parameters (e.g.,

Mandelbaum et al. 2013; Heymans et al. 2013; Jee et al. 2013; Becker et al. 2015), test the-

ory of gravity on large scales (e.g., Pullen et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2013; Reyes et al. 2010)

and on smaller scales relate the galaxies to their dark matter halos (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2012;

Tinker et al. 2013; Velander et al. 2014; Han et al. 2015; Hudson et al. 2015; Coupon et al.

2015; Zu & Mandelbaum 2015). Measuring the small but coherent distortions of the shapes of

the galaxies, without the knowledge of their intrinsic shapes, is a challenging task that requires

images with high resolution and a statistical understanding of distances to the source galaxies (see

Mandelbaum et al. 2015, for recent tests on multiple methods). Weak lensing measurements in

surveys like WFIRST will require detailed (sub-percent level) knowledge of the point-spread func-

1http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/

http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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tion (PSF), from a combination of a priori modeling and empirical estimates using images of stars,

in order to remove its effect on galaxy shapes.

While there are differences between the detectors for these missions, most notably the array size

and cutoff wavelength, all of them use a hybrid CMOS readout architecture with mercury cadmium

telluride (Hg1−xCdxTe, often abbreviated HgCdTe) as the light-sensitive material. In particular,

they use the HxRG2 family of detectors manufactured by Teledyne Imaging Sensors. Extensive

work on understanding and characterizing the impact of detector-based effects on astronomical

imaging has been done for CCDs, which are used for optical imaging in many telescopes (see for

e.g., Estrada et al. 2006; Bebek et al. 2015; Okura et al. 2015, and references therein). The use

of HxRG detectors for astronomy is relatively recent, and understanding the systematic errors in

astronomical measurements that result from HxRG detector effects is an active area of research.

Among the systematic effects in these detectors that will be relevant for WFIRST are non-

linearity, reciprocity failure (Biesiadzinski et al. 2011), interpixel capacitance (IPC), and persis-

tence. Non-linearity refers to the small non-linearity in converting the charges in the pixel to the

voltage read by the read-out assembly. Reciprocity failure usually implies that the response of

a detector depends not only on the total number of incident photons, but also on how they are

distributed in time (e.g., 2× illumination for 1/2 of the time leads to a different measurement of the

total flux). This is typically a non-linear effect as well. Persistence is the phenomenon of retaining

a small but non-negligible fraction of the flux in images from the previous exposures after a reset.

Interpixel capacitance, the effect that we focus on in this study, is a form of electrical cross-talk

between the pixels in the detectors. This is a linear effect and Sec. 2 of this paper presents a brief

review of this effect.

Any realistic galaxy image simulations used for simulating PSFs and testing weak lensing

shear estimation algorithms must include these effects in the images. To facilitate this simulation

process, the authors have built a WFIRST module within GalSim3 (Rowe et al. 2015), an open-

source simulation package, that has the routines to include the above mentioned detector effects

and reasonable values for the parameters involved. Additionally, values for other parameters such

as the pixel scale, jitter, dark current, thermal backgrounds are also provided. The WFIRST

module also takes into account of the telescope’s pupil plane configuration and forward simulates

the PSF from physical principles. Throughout this paper, the term “PSF” refers to the effective

PSF that is a convolution of the pixel response function (a 2-D top-hat function) and the optical

PSF (distribution of flux at the focal plane from a point source).

The pixel scale for the WFIRST-AFTA telescope must strike a balance between the need for

having a large field of view while achieving the sampling needed to resolve galaxy shapes. It is

2HxRG stands for HAWAII x × x pixels with Reference pixels and Guide mode, and HAWAII stands for HgCdTe

Astronomical Wide Area Infrared Imager.

3https://github.com/GalSim-developers/GalSim

https://github.com/GalSim-developers/GalSim
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chosen to be 0.11′′ (Spergel et al. 2015) which causes the PSFs to be undersampled (more on this

in Sec. 4.3). Better sampled images are expected to be achieved in post-processing by combining

the images from a dither sequence.

The action of various detector effects cannot be expressed as a convolution for different reasons.

Voltage non-linearity and reciprocity failure are intrinsically non-linear while convolution is a linear

operation. Although IPC is specified by a convolution kernel, it cannot be considered as a part

of the PSF (see Sec. 2.3 for details). Both the galaxy and PSF images must be corrected for the

detector effects explicitly (in each exposure) before the galaxy image is corrected for the PSF (see,

e.g., Hirata & Seljak 2003) in order to perform shape measurement. Any imperfections in this

correction, either due to the correction algorithm or due to insufficient knowledge of the detector

effects themselves, can result in errors in PSF models that affect weak lensing shear estimation. To

enable future studies of how detector effects and their uncertainties affect shear estimation, here

we study the effect of IPC on the PSF images. Thus, the goal of this study is two-fold:

1. to understand how the observed PSF changes as a function of the level of coupling between

pixels, and

2. to relate the errors in the coupling parameters to the errors in the reconstructed PSF.

Ultimately, these results will be useful for setting requirements on hardware and software for the

upcoming WFIRST mission. For WFIRST, in addition to knowing the overall size of PSFs, the

ability to predict them is also of utmost interest.

This paper is organized as follows. We present the detector model and explain the origin of

interpixel capacitance in Sec. 2. Sec. 3 summarizes the definitions of PSF sizes and shapes used in

this paper. We present in Sec. 4 the details about how we simulate the WFIRST PSFs and how

to overcome the problem of undersampling with IPC taken into account. In Sec. 5, we present our

results for how the PSF size and shape is affected by IPC. Finally, our conclusions are summarized

in Sec. 7.

2. Interpixel Capacitance

In this section, we present a brief review of interpixel capacitance, including its origins and its

effect on astronomical images.

2.1. Detector model

The photodetector array is commonly modeled (see, for example, Moore et al. 2004, 2006) as a

rectangular array of capacitors indexed by i, j with node capacitance C[i, j], each receiving a charge
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Q[i, j] corresponding to the accumulated photocurrent entering the node over some integration time.

In the ideal case of zero cross talk between the nodes, the detected voltage is

V [i, j] =
Q[i, j]

C[i, j]
(1)

The node capacitances of all pixels are fabricated to be the same to a very high accuracy, i.e.,

C[i, j] = Cnode, making the system invariant under shifts. If Cnode is a constant independent of the

signal, then the photodetector array is a linear system, in addition to being shift-invariant. This

linear shift-invariant (LSI) system is characterized by a 2-dimensional impulse response function h.

Thus, the voltage read out from a pixel (assuming no read noise) is given by

V [i, j] = (Q ∗ h) [i, j] =
∑

m

∑

n

Q[m,n]h[i−m, j − n]. (2)

In the ideal case,

hideal[i−m, j − n] =
δimδjn
Cnode

, (3)

where δim and δjn are Kronecker delta functions. That is, the voltage in a pixel depends only on

the charge accumulated in that pixel. 1/Cnode is then the conversion gain. Factoring out the gain

explicitly gives us

V [i, j] =
∑

m

∑

n

1

Cnode
Q[m,n]K[i−m, j − n], (4)

where K is called the IPC kernel.

However, in reality, fringing fields from the edges of the node capacitors cause the voltage

readings in a pixel to depend on the charges in neighboring pixels. This effect is modeled by

introducing a coupling capacitance Cc between pixels. This interpixel capacitance in principle

couples every pixel to every other pixel. It is different from the phenomenon of charge diffusion,

which involves actual physical movement of charge carriers to adjacent pixels; IPC is a deterministic

effect arising through fringing fields without any actual movement of charge carriers. CCDs are not

known to exhibit any IPC, although a crosstalk due to capacitive coupling between neighboring

channels in the read-out electronics exists (O’Connor 2015).

Pixels typically have some level of non-linear response, i.e., C[i, j] varies with the charge. This

variation of C[i, j] from the nominal value of Cnode is modeled separately as a non-linearity in

the gain of the system, leaving IPC to be modeled as a strictly linear effect. Identical coupling

capacitances between the nodes, by fabrication, ensure that the system is still shift-variant. 4 Thus,

the effect of interpixel capacitance can still be captured by a kernel K that is convolved with the

image.

4This is not strictly true. However, as long as the length scale over which the coupling changes significantly is

more than a few pixels, all the arguments hold.
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2.2. Parametrizing IPC

For any IPC kernel K, the entries, which refer to relative capacitance values, must satisfy

0 ≤ K[i, j] ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) (see Moore et al. 2006). Moreover, for unit nominal gain, the sum of all

voltages is unity (in suitable units) for a unit charge (in suitable units) in some arbitrary node.

This arbitrary node, which must be far from the edges, can be defined as the origin for convenience,

i.e., if Q[m,n] = δm,0δn,0, then

Cnode

∑

i

∑

j

V [i, j] = 1, (5)

implying
∑

i

∑

j

K[i, j] = 1. (6)

This normalization for the IPC kernel ensures charge conservation in the case of a generic signal.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, a capacitive coupling exists between every pair of nodes, which

decreases sharply with the distance between them. For small interpixel coupling, i.e., Cc/Cnode ≪ 1,

we can consider only the coupling between pixels sharing an edge and ignore the rest, which are

typically of second or higher order in α. In this limit, the kernel is described by a 3×3 matrix with 8

degrees of freedom (see Eq. 6). Symmetric coupling between the nodes is a reasonable assumption,

i.e., K[i, j] = K[j, i]. The simplest, non-trivial IPC kernel is then given by

Kα =







0 α 0

α 1− 4α α

0 α 0






. (7)

Note that we have assumed α ≪ 1, and thus 1− 4α is always positive.

Coupling between pixels that share a corner (diagonal coupling) can be stronger than second

nearest neighbor (along one of the axes) due to proximity. Thus, we can introduce an additional level

of complexity by introducing α′ to represent the diagonal coupling, whose value can be independent

of α.

Kα,α′ =







α′ α α′

α 1− 4(α+ α′) α

α′ α α′






, (8)

where typically α′ < α. This is a reasonable assumption since in typical H2RG devices α and α′

are typically of order 10−2 and 10−3 as we will show below. However, it is important to confirm

that the effect of α′ on the PSF size and shape really is small compared to that of α, to justify that

the kernel can indeed be truncated to 3× 3 matrix.

There can exist a measurable asymmetry along the two axes of the detectors (Hilbert & McCullough

2011), i.e., the capacitive coupling along the rows can be different from that of the columns. Small

anisotropies that arise because of this can have a significant effect on the ellipticity of objects we
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want to study. This leads us to a 3-parameter kernel given by

Kα,α+,α′ =







α′ α− α+ α′

α+ α+ 1− 4(α+ α′) α+ α+

α′ α− α+ α′






. (9)

Care has to be taken at the edges since the above equation cannot possibly hold. Along the edges of

the physical detector, the assumed IPC model is not valid. But along the edges of postage stamps,

one can simply extend the sky image or simply truncate the edges.

For the IPC kernel Kα given in Eq. (7), to first order in α, the elements of the post-IPC image

Iobs are related to those of the pre-IPC image Iim as

Iobs[i, j] = (1− 4α)Iim[i, j] + α (Iim[i+ 1, j] + Iim[i− 1, j] + Iim[i, j + 1] + Iim[i, j − 1]) . (10)

A similar equation with more terms can be written for the IPC kernels given in Eqs. (8) and (9). For

the IR channel of WFC3, direct measurements of the IPC kernel made on-orbit (Hilbert & McCullough

2011) yield

KWFC3 =







0.0011 ± 0.0006 0.0127 ± 0.0009 0.0011 ± 0.0006

0.0163 ± 0.0014 0.936 ± 0.0045 0.0164 ± 0.0011

0.0011 ± 0.0006 0.0127 ± 0.0010 0.0011 ± 0.0006






, (11)

which can be described by the 3-parameter model in Eq. (9). For H4RGs, the nominal values for

the IPC parameters (given by a subscript 0) are α0 = 0.02, α′

0 = 0.002 and α+,0 = 0 (Content, D.

personal communication, 2015-11-05).

2.3. Implications of IPC

Failure to account for IPC results in underestimation of conversion gain (Crouzet et al. 2012;

Moore et al. 2006; Fox et al. 2009) and overestimation of various kinds of quantum efficien-

cies (DQE; McCullough et al. 2007). Thus, IPC must be estimated and accounted for in order to

understand the fundamental parameters of the detectors. In addition, one must account for the

effect of IPC on image shapes, which is the focus of this paper.

If one were to obtain an image of the PSF by pointing the telescope at a star, the image

of the star will include the effects of IPC. The effect of the IPC is to blur the image through a

convolution. However, the IPC kernel may be considered as being distinct from the PSF for several

reasons. Some of them are:

1. The PSF is an intrinsically continuous profile that is convolved with the image and is dis-

cretized only when the light hits the detector. The IPC kernel, on the other hand, is inherently

discrete, with a pre-defined pixel scale.

2. The effects of IPC are centered on each pixel, independent of where the photons land.
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3. The effect of IPC comes in later than that of the PSF, at the detector level, after the addition of

dark current, Poisson noise and nonlinearity of the conversion gain. Thus the IPC introduces

correlations in the signal and noise, whereas the PSF does not correlate the noise.

IPC corrections are therefore different from the PSF corrections, and could be applied as a

deconvolution kernel (essentially the inverse of the IPC kernel) before the majority of the image

processing. Moreover, they would be applied to each exposure, while PSF corrections to galaxy

shape measurements would typically be made after obtaining an oversampled image from multiple

exposures.

With a precisely known IPC kernel, and in the absence of detector noise, the original image at

the focal plane can be recovered by direct deconvolution. However, read-out noise and quantization

noise is added after IPC convolution occurs. Despite this fact, the straightforward deconvolution

or division in Fourier space can be done (McCullough 2008), as it is stable to noise due to the

absence of zeros in the Fourier representation of the IPC kernel. This deconvolution would now

introduce additional correlations in the read noise and quantization noise. Thus an exact recovery

of the noisy image, removing just the effects of the IPC, is impossible. As an alternative to an

exact correction scheme, which would have recovered the original noisy image in the absence of

noise after IPC, an approximate, fast correction scheme suggested in McCullough (2008) should

be evaluated to see if it is sufficient. The approximate correction scheme suggests convolving the

individual exposures with another kernel, with the sign of the IPC parameters reversed. For the

3-parameter kernel (Eq. 9), it involves convolving the image with another kernel

K ′

α,α+,α′ = K−α,−α+,−α′ =







−α′ −α+ α+ −α′

−α− α+ 1 + 4(α+ α′) −α− α+

−α′ −α+ α+ −α′






(12)

to correct for IPC effects to first order in the coupling parameters. For the 1-parameter kernel

(Eq. 7), (Kα ⊗K ′

α)ij = δi0δj0 +O(α2). Here, the (0, 0) element refers to the center element of the

kernel. For α ∼ 0.02, which is roughly what H4RG detectors are anticipated to exhibit, α2 ∼ 0.0004

which may be neglible. For kernels with more than one parameters, bi-linear correction terms may

exist, which are also small in magnitude. If it turns out that O(α2) terms are not negligible for

shape measurements for WL analysis, then one can always go for the direct deconvolution.

As stated in Sec. 1, one of the main goals of this study is to highlight the uncertainty in the

PSF due to imperfect knowledge of the IPC parameters. In real detectors, the coupling between the

pixels varies spatially (Seshadri et al. 2008), violating the assumption that IPC is a shift-invariant

effect. However, as long as the scale on which the coupling varies is greater than a few pixels,

we can treat IPC as approximately shift-invariant with kernel parameters that vary slowly with

position. Thus, the IPC parameters cannot be known perfectly and come with errorbars, which

would also be the case if there is some unknown time-dependence of the IPC. If δα denotes the

difference between the actual parameters and their assumed (nominal) values, then Kα ⊗ K ′

α+δα

will have terms that are of order δα.
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Throughout this work, we carefully distinguish ∆X from δX; the former refers to the change

in the quantity X due to the IPC and the latter refers to the change in a quantity X due to error

in determining the IPC parameters or equivalently the change due to a small deviation of the IPC

parameters from their nominal values. Thus, ∆X represents a systematic change that is correctable

(at least, in principle), while δX represents a systematic error.

3. Definitions of sizes and shapes

3.1. Based on quadrupole moments

A common way to define the sizes and shapes of objects in astronomical images (PSFs, galaxies)

uses weighted second moments (Bernstein & Jarvis 2002). The first moments of an image I (in

arbitrary units) are defined as

x0 =

∫

d2x xw(x)I(x)
∫

d2x w(x)I(x)
, (13a)

and the second moments as

Mij =

∫

d2x (x− x0)i(x− x0)jw(x)I(x)
∫

d2x w(x)I(x)
(13b)

for some weight function w(x). Here, x and x0 are 2-vectors, i.e., x = (x1, x2) = (x, y).

For a given weight function, one possible definition of linear object size σ is given by [det(M)]1/4.

Another is the square root of the trace of the moment matrix, tr(M)1/2 =
√

Mxx +Myy. Both

options have dimensions of length and are invariant under rotation; however, the determinant is

less sensitive to the shear, so we use the determinant to define σ.

The ellipticity of the object can be expressed in terms of the second moments as

(e1, e2) =

(

Mxx −Myy

Mxx +Myy
,

2Mxy

Mxx +Myy

)

. (14)

Often, the ellipticity is expressed as a complex number e = e1 + ie2. The complex ellipticity can

also be specified by the magnitude of the ellipticity |e| =
√

e21 + e22 and an angle β, where β is the

position angle, as

(e1, e2) = |e| (cos 2β, sin 2β) . (15)

The two linear sizes are related through the total ellipticity by the equation

tr(M) =
2σ2

√

1− |e|2
. (16)
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3.1.1. Choosing the weight function

When w(x) is a constant, Eq. (13b) reduces to unweighted second moments, which are divergent

in the presence of noise (Kaiser et al. 1995). Moreover, diffraction-limited PSFs are Airy-like, with

intensity decreasing with distance from the image center as 1/r3 for large r. Thus, the elements

in the moment matrix for an Airy PSF diverge logarithmically and hence are formally infinite.

In practice, due to the finite size of the detector, one would obtain finite values, but they would

depend strongly on the number of pixels used to calculate the moments, which is undesirable. This

is true independent of the exact form of the PSF when the pupil of the telescope has a sharp edge.

Kaiser et al. (1995) introduced circular Gaussian weight functions in order to obtain finite

values of higher order moments. Bernstein & Jarvis (2002) generalized the weight function to be

an elliptical Gaussian that matches the shape of the object. This can be achieved in principle by

finding the best-fit elliptical Gaussian to the image by minimising

E =

∫

d2x

∣

∣

∣

∣

I(x)−A exp

[

−
1

2
(x− x0)

TM−1(x− x0)

]∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(17)

over the six independent variables in (A,x0,M). The optimal values of x0 and M satisfy Eqs. (13a)

and (13b) for the weight function

w(x) = exp

[

−
1

2
(x− x0)

TM−1(x− x0)

]

. (18)

In practice, it is more common to determine this weight function via an iterative process than by

minimising Eq. (17), resulting in the term “adaptive moments”.

For Gaussian objects, the adaptive and unweighted moments are equivalent, while the adap-

tive size of a non-Gaussian PSF is typically smaller than its unweighted size since the former

downweights the extended wings of the PSF.

3.1.2. Transformation properties

The image arising from the convolution of the IPC kernel with a given image can be seen as

the sum of shifted and scaled versions of the original image (see Eq. 10). Eq. 10 is a particular case

of a generic linear transformation of the image given as

I(x) → Inew(x) = (KIPC ⊗ I)(x) =
∑

dx

λ(dx)I(x + dx). (19)

for some set of coefficients λ. The transformation of the best-fit Gaussian parameters (obtained in

the form of adaptive moments) under the individual operations of rescaling and shifting are simple:

I(x) → Inew(x) = λI(x) =⇒ (A,x0,M) → (λA,x0,M) (20)
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I(x) → Inew(x) = I(x+∆x0) =⇒ (A,x0,M) → (A,x0 +∆x0,M) (21)

A combined spatial translation and intensity rescaling of an image is trivial. However, the operation

of finding the best-fit single Gaussian does not behave in any simple way under a general linear

transformation, i.e., the best-fit Gaussian to an image I1(x) and the best-fit Gaussian to an image

I2(x) do not determine the best-fit Gaussian to an image I3(x) = I1(x)+I2(x) in a straightforward

manner.

Unlike the adaptive moments, the unweighted moments are amenable to analytical calculations.

Since the unweighted moments of two images simply add to give the unweighted moments of the

third image obtained by convolving the two images, we can write an expression for the unweighted

size (if it exists) of any object as a function of the two IPC coupling parameters α and α′, including

the pixel response as

σun,obs(α,α
′) =

√

σ2
un + 2α+ 4α′ =

√

σ2
un,int +

1

12
+ 2α+ 4α′, (22)

where σun,obs and σun are the unweighted sizes with and without the effects of IPC, and σun,int is

the intrinsic size of the object (without the broadening due to the pixel response) in pixels. We

derive this relation in Appendix A.

The expression derived may not be useful for space-based PSFs, but for larger objects (σun,int ≫
√

1/12) that are approximately Gaussian (for which the adaptive and unweighted moments agree),

it can serve as a good approximation for the adaptive size if α′ < α ≪ 1. The conditions on α, α′,

and σun,int ensure that the non-Gaussianity in the final image is small. As an expression for the

unweighted size, Eq. (22) holds true in all cases (if σ exists).

3.2. Other size definitions

There are other size definitions that are not based on second moments. The full width at half

maximum (FWHM) is one common measure of the size of a PSF. For an Airy PSF corresponding

to a wavelength λ,

FWHM (in pixels) ≈
1.03λ

sD
, (23)

where D is the telescope diameter and s is the pixel scale in units of radians/pix.

Another measure of size is the half-light radius, Re, which is the radius of the circle centered

at the object centroid that encloses 50% of the energy. It is sometimes denoted as EE50. For an

Airy PSF,

Re = EE50 (in pixels) ≈ 0.535
λ

sD
. (24)

Note that the EE50 is a radius and the FWHM is more like a diameter.

Diffraction-limited PSFs have large wings. The adaptive moments represent the core size

of the PSF, while the unweighted moments and (to a lesser extent) the non-moment-based sizes
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also capture information about these wings. The WFIRST Science Definition Team report (SDT;

Spergel et al. 2015) specifies the requirement of PSF sizes in terms of EE50. However, for weak

lensing systematics, we focus on the PSF core size from the adaptive moments. For comparison, we

present the half-light radius and adaptive size for the PSFs in Table 2, with and without diffraction

spikes (which were neglected in the WFIRST SDT report).

Realistic PSFs have features such as diffraction spikes from the supporting struts, central

obscuration, aberrations and pixelization and hence the resulting profile is not an Airy pattern (see

Fig. 2). Thus, one cannot use Eq. 23 or Eq. 24 to estimate the PSF size. One way to define these

quantities is to fit the image to a profile with well-defined FWHM or EE50. However, as we will see

in Sec. 4, the WFIRST PSFs have complex features that are not captured by simple PSF models.

Thus, we will use an empirical measurement of EE50 directly from the images.

Measuring FWHM directly from the PSF image is a difficult task and is highly sensitive to

noise in the image. Measuring the half-light radius is comparatively robust since we integrate

(partially) the light profile instead of using the individual samples of the profile. The first task in

measuring the half-light radius of a PSF is to identify the centroid of the image. Starting from

that location, we find the radius of the smallest circle that contains at least 50% of the total flux.

This is done by calculating the distance of every pixel from the center and determining empirically

the azimuthally averaged radial profile. That is, given a center (x0, y0) and a separation from the

centroid R, the fraction of light enclosed f(R;x0, y0) is

f(R;x0, y0) =
∑

i,j

I[i, j]Θ(R2 − (i− x0)
2 − (j − y0)

2), (25)

where Θ() is the Heaviside step function. Here we have implicitly assumed that the PSF has unit

flux. The half-light radius is calculated by solving for R such that f(R;x0, y0) = 0.5 for some x0, y0.

The half-light radius can be fairly sensitive to the choice of the centroid. For Airy-like PSFs

that exhibit circular symmetry, which would be the case if the supporting struts were radial (see

Sec. 4.1 for details) and in the absence of aberrations, the center is unambiguously the peak of

the profile. But the WFIRST PSFs do not exhibit any such symmetry and hence it is not evident

where the centroid should be. In simulations, one can locate the ‘true’ center by identifying the

center of the underlying Airy profile and treat aberrations as re-distribution the light around the

‘true’ center, thus affecting the half-light radius (but not the centroid itself). However, in real

observations of stars to determine the PSF, it is impossible to know where the ‘true’ centroid

would be and thus we need a prescription to calculate the centroid given a PSF image. One natural

choice is to use the coordinates obtained from Eq. 13a as the centroid for calculating the half-light

radius, which will not coincide with the ‘true’ center of the PSF in general.
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4. Methods

4.1. WFIRST module description

Realistic WFIRST PSFs used in this work are simulated using GalSim Rowe et al. (2015).

GalSim is a commonly-used open-source tool for the weak lensing community to simulate realistic

images of galaxies. The authors of this paper have built a WFIRST module within GalSim, which

is now publicly available in GalSim v1.3. We provide a brief description of the WFIRST module

below.

Filter responses for the six bandpasses - Z087, Y106, J129, W149, H158 and F184 - are available

in this module, along with the blue and red wavelength limits for each of the filters and the

corresponding effective wavelengths, which are the bandpass-weighted mean wavelength. This

information, listed in Table 1, can be retrieved by calling the getBandpasses routine within the

WFIRST module.

The focal plane assembly (FPA) of the WFIRST-AFTA telescope consists of 18 H4RG de-

tectors. PSFs corresponding to one or more of these detectors can be generated by passing the

detector numbers as parameters to the argument SCAs of getPSF. The variations of the PSFs within

each detector were verified to be small and GalSim v1.3 does not account for this variation, though

future releases of GalSim may include them.

Complex, aberrated wavefronts incident on a circular pupil can be approximated by a sum of

Zernike polynomials. Following the convention in Noll (1976), the polynomials are labelled by an

integer j. The low order Zernike polynomials map the low-order aberrations commonly found in

telescopes, such as defocus (j = 4), astigmatism (j = 5, 6), coma (j = 7, 8), trefoil (j = 9, 10), and

so on. Using these polynomials up to j = 11, corresponding to spherical aberration, the WFIRST

PSFs corresponding to any of 18 detectors can be constructed from the getPSF routine.

By default, getPSF outputs instances of the ChromaticOpticalPSF class which can be con-

volved with a galaxy or star that has an SED to make a chromatic image. Alternatively, the user

has an option to obtain instances of achromatic OpticalPSF class, which evaluates the chromatic

WFIRST PSFs at a particular wavelength provided by the user. For the results described in this

paper, PSFs for each of the six bandpasses are obtained by evaluating the chromatic PSFs at the

corresponding effective wavelengths.

The WFIRST-AFTA telescope has a central obscuration in the pupil plane and the supporting

struts are not radial (see Fig. 1). The getPSF routine in the WFIRST module takes the pupil plane

configuration into account and simulates the PSF images, with expected aberrations according

to the latest design with chromatic effects if requested by the user, for each of the bandpasses

and for each of the 18 H4RG detectors in the focal plane (Pasquale et al. 2014). This process

requires two inputs: the pupil plane configuration and the aberrations described by the Zernike
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coefficients, which are available publicly 5. The latter have been incorporated within the WFIRST

module but in GalSim v1.3, only the circular pupil plane configuration, which is appropriate for

the long-wavelength bands, is incorporated.

The PSFs can be drawn as a GalSim Image instance with the (approximate) native WFIRST

pixel scale of 0.11′′ per pixel (wfirst.pixel scale), which results in realistically undersampled

images. The resolution of a PSF image can be increased by convolving the PSF profile with a

top-hat profile corresponding to the pixel response and then drawing the image at a smaller scale.

Fig. 2 shows higher-resolution images of the PSFs generated in such a manner in the absence of

IPC or any other detector effects and noise. However, resampling the PSF image in the presence

of IPC requires combining multiple dithered exposures containing IPC. We explain in Sec. 4.3 how

to handle PSF images in the presence of IPC.

The WFIRST module also has routines to incorporate many detector non-idealities such as

nonlinearity, reciprocity failure and IPC, and to model the detector configuration for an observation

at a given position with a given orientation angle. Values for telescope parameters such as the

pupil diameter and obscuration; detector parameters such as the pixel scale, dark current, and

IPC coupling; and basic survey parameters like planned bandpasses and exposure times are also

included. These values will be adjusted as the WFIRST design evolves.

4.2. Simulation

To study the effects of IPC on PSFs in the simplest possible setting, we ignore all other detector

effects (non-linearity, reciprocity, read noise etc.). Effects that are non-linear will lead to slightly

different PSF images depending on the apparent magnitude of the star and the exposure time;

5http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/sdt_public/wps/references/instrument/

Bandpass Minimum λ Maximum λ Effective λ

Z087 735.0 1010.0 873.39

Y106 900.0 1230.0 1061.43

J129 1095.0 1500.0 1292.11

W149 905.0 2050.0 1458.01

H158 1340.0 1830.0 1577.05

F184 1630.0 2060.0 1837.3

Table 1: Table of minimum, maximum and effective wavelengths in nanometers for each of the six

bandpasses.

http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/sdt_public/wps/references/instrument/
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Fig. 1.— Left: WFIRST pupil plane configuration for long wavelength bands W149, H158, and

F184. Right: WFIRST pupil plane configuration for short wavelength bands Z087, Y106, and J129.

The simulations in this work use the pupil plane image on the left for all wavelengths.
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Fig. 2.— Simulated PSF images using the WFIRST module in GalSim for different filters, in

logarithmic intensity scale, relative to the brightest pixel at the center. The PSFs are evaluated at

the effective wavelength of the bandpass filters listed in Table. 2. The images correspond to an area

of 1.76′′ × 1.76′′ or 16 × 16 pixels, drawn at a scale that is 32 times smaller than the native pixel

scale, thus giving images of 512 × 512 pixels. The filters are arranged in increasing wavelengths

from left to right, top to bottom, i.e., the top row corresponds to Z087, Y106, and J129 (from left

to right) and the bottom row corresponds to W149, H158, and F184 bands (from left to right).
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ignoring them helps to understand the effects on PSFs independent of such quantities. We also add

no noise in our simulations since that would require specification of a particular signal level.

Resampling the PSF profile (see Sec. 4.3) to obtain high resolution PSF images ensures that

our results are less sensitive to where the centroid of the PSF falls within a pixel (center or edge or

corner). We let the signal level of the PSF images be arbitrary since we do not include noise or any

signal-dependent effects, and since IPC is linear it does not depend on the signal level. For all the

reasons mentioned above, it suffices to simulate one PSF image per band for each of the detectors.

The results presented below are for the center of a randomly chosen detector, 7 (see Pasquale et al.

2014, for numbering system). We confirmed that our results are not significantly altered when us-

ing other detectors. The WFIRST reference weak lensing program requires shape measurements

in only the J129, H158 and F184 bands. Thus, we present our results only for the PSFs of these 3

bands.

It is important to understand what features are included in our PSF simulations and what

features are not. First, the PSFs include the diffraction spikes due to the supporting struts, while

the WFIRST SDT report set requirements while masking out these spikes. The WFIRST require-

ments (Spergel et al. 2015) also considered jitter and charge diffusion, which are not included in

our simulations. Thus, while the simulated PSFs are fairly realistic, they differ in certain ways

from the PSFs on which the requirements were set. Also, the short-wavelength bands - Z087, Y106

and J129 - do not use the appropriate pupil plane configuration shown in Fig. 1, but rather use

that of the long-wavelength bands throughout this work.

4.3. Overcoming undersampling

Measurements of object sizes or shapes from undersampled images can significantly differ

depending on where the object centroid falls within a pixel. The image sampling rate must be

at least the Nyquist rate for the band limit set by the optical response of the system in order to

recover the full continuous image from discrete pixel values, and thereby avoid aliasing. We want

to analyse only oversampled images to distinguish detector effects from aliasing artifacts.

WFIRST PSFs are not Nyquist sampled, by design. In order to measure the change in the

PSF sizes due to interpixel capacitance, we must increase the resolution of the PSF image. In

GalSim, the sampling rate of the PSF image can be increased when calling the drawImage routine

with a scale parameter scale=s/N for some N > 1, with s being the native pixel scale. This will

alter the pixel response as well and hence does not produce the correct PSF image. One must

first convolve the PSF with the pixel response corresponding to the native pixel scale, then call

drawImage with method=‘no pixel’. For detector effects like voltage non-linearity and reciprocity

failure (see, e.g., Biesiadzinski et al. 2011) for which the detector effect depends on the pixel value,

the above method of obtaining Nyquist-sampled images is sufficient.
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However, to include interpixel capacitance, for which the pixel correction depends on neigh-

boring pixel values, images must be drawn at the native pixel scale. Higher-resolution images

can be obtained from multiple lower-resolution images with sub-pixel offsets, also known as a

dither sequence. Softwares like Drizzle (Fruchter & Hook 2002), iDrizzle (Fruchter 2011), and

IMCOM (Rowe et al. 2011) use algorithms to combine dither sequences. However, for uniform

sub-pixel offsets, the resolution can be increased by simply interleaving the images - a technique

that dates back to Lauer (1999). This technique is ideal for PSF images from simulations, where

offsets can be precisely set, allowing higher sampling to be achieved without external (to GalSim)

image combination software.

The basic interleaving concept is mathematically described as follows: Let In×n[· , ·] denote

some n× n image of some continuous light profile I(x, y) hitting the detector. Thus

In×n[i, j] =

∫
p

2

−
p

2

dx′
∫

p

2

−
p

2

dy′ I(ip + x′, jp + y′) (i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}), (26)

where p is the pixel spacing or more appropriately, the length of the side of a pixel in the above

equation. Consider a set of 3 images I
(m)
n×n[· , ·] for m = 1, 2, 3, obtained by moving the detector by

a distance p/2 along either of the axes or both, with I
(0)
n×n = In×n. Therefore

I
(m)
n×n[i, j] =

∫ p

2

−
p

2

dx′
∫ p

2

−
p

2

dy′ I

(

(i+
b1
2
)p+ x′, (j +

b2
2
)p+ y′

)

, (27)

with b1, b2 ∈ {0, 1} and m = 2b1 + b2. Given these four images, one can obtain a 2n× 2n image of

I(x, y) with twice the resolution than the original by simply interleaving these 4 images:

I2n×2n[2i+ b1, 2j + b2] = I
(m)
n×n[i, j], (28)

This image has an effective sampling interval of p/2 while the pixel response function is still p.

Note that the interleaved image has a higher flux given by the sum of the fluxes of the individual

images. Since we are interested in measuring only the second moments, the normalization does not

matter.

I2n×2n[i, j] =

∫
p

2

−
p

2

dx′
∫

p

2

−
p

2

dy′ I(ip/2 + x′, jp/2 + y′) (i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2n}) (29)

One can interleave N × N (N ≥ 2) images in either direction to generate an image with a sam-

pling rate that is N times greater than the native one, without changing the pixel response. The

interleaveImages routine in galsim.utilities carries out this process for GalSim users.

An oversampled image of the WFIRST PSF with detector effects included must be obtained by

interleaving multiple undersampled PSF images that have these effects included. For band-limited

PSFs, one can in principle reconstruct the Nyquist-sampled PSF from a ‘superimage’ of the PSF

by choosing N = ⌈(2p)/(λminNf )⌉, where λmin is the smallest wavelength in a given bandpass filter
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and Nf is the focal ratio or the f-number of the telescope. For the WFIRST-AFTA telescope,

p = 10µm and Nf = 7.8 (Spergel et al. 2015). This gives N ≥ 3 for J129 and N ≥ 2 for H158 and

F184 bands. However, we choose to oversample the images by a large factor in order to additionally

reduce the quantization error, the error due to discretizing, and to reduce the variance due to any

sub-pixel offsets that PSFs may have. We find that setting N = 32 is sufficient for all our analysis

by checking for convergence in our results as a function of N .

The oversampled image is a special linear combination of the undersampled images, such as

IMCOM would produce from a dither sequence. Oversampling images in this manner does not

introduce any shape measurement error (Shapiro et al. 2013).

5. Results

5.1. Increase in PSF sizes

The High Latitude Imaging Survey Data Set requirements on the half-light radii of the PSFs

are: ≤ 0.12′′ for the J129 band, ≤ 0.13′′ for the H158 band and ≤ 0.14′′ for the F184 band.

These requirements were set using specific methodology, including the masking of diffraction spikes

and inclusion of jitter and charge diffusion. We cannot compare our PSF sizes with those from

Spergel et al. (2015) due to these methodology differences. However, since our goal is to determine

how IPC affects PSF sizes, we provide our estimates of PSF sizes without IPC (computed various

ways) in Table 2 as a baseline, then consider increases with respect to that baseline.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, the half-light radius depends on the choice of the centroid and the

centroid computed from Eq. 13a will in general not agree with the ‘true’ center of the image. The

centroid from the adaptive moments disagrees with the ‘true’ center of the image by at most half a

pixel (0.055′′) in either direction. Prior to the application of IPC, the half-light radius determined

using Eq. 13a for the centroid is smaller compared to the one calculated using the ‘true’ center of

the image by 2− 4%.

Bandpass
Adaptive size σ (in mas) HLR Re (in mas) Ellipticity |e|

w/ spikes w/o spikes w/ spikes w/o spikes w/ spikes w/o spikes

J129 61.50 60.480 114.85 95.06 0.0646 0.0652

H158 66.16 65.884 123.72 103.85 0.0379 0.0417

F184 72.39 72.452 132.37 113.21 0.0246 0.0292

Table 2: Table of PSF sizes and ellipticity. Adaptive sizes and half-light radii in milliarcseconds

(mas) and magnitude of ellipticities are tabulated for the PSFs of the J129, H158 and F184 band-

passes. Size and ellipticity measurements for the PSFs without including the diffraction spikes are

also tabulated, so as to be able to relate to the values in WFIRST documents Spergel et al. (2013,

2015).
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We present our results for two specific sub-classes of the 3-parameter IPC kernel (Eq. 9). The

first of them is the 2-parameter isotropic IPC model (Eq. 8). We consider this case since the

nominal value of α+ is 0. Figures 3 and 4 show the increase in PSF size in all bands as a function

of α and α′, using the adaptive size (Fig. 3) and the EE50 size (Fig. 4). As shown in Figs. 3- 4,

the increase in PSF sizes is a few per cent in all bands for the nominal values (α0 = 0.02 and

α′

0 = 0.002) of the IPC parameters. More specifically, the relative change in the adaptive size is

about 4 − 6% and the relative change in the half-light radius (with Eq. 13a as centroid) is about

5− 6% depending on the bandpass. When the half-light radius is computed with the ‘true’ center

as the centroid, the relative increase is smaller (∼ 4.5%) and the variation is smaller across the

bandpasses. We emphasize that it is impossible to know the location of the ‘true’ center in the

real observations of PSF and thus results with ‘true’ center being the centroid are not relevant in

practice. We nevertheless present these results to show that not knowing the ‘true’ center does not

significantly affect our overall conclusions.

As expected, the size is affected more by the coupling between nearest neighbors than by

diagonal coupling, owing to a higher coupling parameter. The same is true for the change in PSF

ellipticity shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the ellipticity components e1 and e2, along and at 45◦ with

respect to the pixel edges respectively. A typical value for ∆e1 (∆e2) is ∼ 10−3 (10−4). Thus, even

if uncorrected, the contribution of IPC to the PSF anisotropy and hence to the additive bias in the

shear estimate is expected to be small.

The second sub-class of IPC kernel allows for the anisotropy with a fixed value for the diagonal

coupling α′, set equal its nominal value of 0.002. We consider this case since the PSF sizes and

shapes are least sensitive to α′. Figs. 7- 8 show the change to the components of PSF ellipticity.

The change in e2 is about ±5%(∼ 10−4) over the entire range of α+ values we have considered

whereas the change in e1 is of the order 10−2, much bigger than the original e1 value itself. This is

not surprising since both the anisotropy and the e1 component are aligned along the axes. For a

symmetric PSF with e2 = 0, we expect the e2 to remain 0 after the IPC. The small change in e2 is

attributed to e2 not being zero to begin with. We verified that the relative increases in sizes have

negligible dependence on the anisotropy (figure not shown).

5.2. Error in PSF shapes from uncertainty in IPC parameters

If the IPC kernel is known precisely, then the effect can, in principle, be perfectly corrected.

However, errors in IPC parameters arise either because of measurement uncertainties or because

of the parameters varying (slowly) across the pixels. In addition, there is a possibility of error due

to adopting an incorrect IPC model, the use of a 3× 3 kernel. Even with a perfect IPC correction

scheme, errors in the IPC kernel that is assumed and corrected for will propagate into errors in

PSF sizes and ellipticities. In this section, we investigate the magnitude of this effect, in all cases

assuming a perfect correction scheme.
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Fig. 3.— Contour plot of the relative increase in the adaptive size (expressed as a percent) as a

function of the α and α′ parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (8) for the relevant WFIRST PSFs.

The black × represents a nominal value of the IPC parameters in H4RG detectors. For each filter,

the adaptive size in milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2) without IPC is noted above the

subplots.

Fig. 4.— Contour plot of the relative increase in the half-light radius EE50 (expressed as a percent)

as a function of the α and α′ parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (8) for the relevant WFIRST

PSFs. The black × represents a nominal value of the IPC parameters in H4RG detectors. For each

filter, the EE50 in milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2) without IPC is noted above the

subplots. The black cross marker represents a nominal value of the IPC parameters in the H4RG

detectors.
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Fig. 5.— Contour plot of the change in the ellipticity component e1 as a function of the α and α′

parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (8) for the relevant WFIRST PSFs. The black × represents

a nominal value of the IPC parameters in H4RG detectors. For each filter, the adaptive size in

milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2) without IPC is noted above the subplots.

Fig. 6.— Contour plot of the change in the ellipticity component e2 as a function of the α and α′

parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (8) for the relevant WFIRST PSFs. The black × represents

a nominal value of the IPC parameters in H4RG detectors. For each filter, the adaptive size in

milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2) without IPC is noted above the subplots.
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Fig. 7.— Contour plot of the change in the ellipticity component e1 as a function of the α and

α+ parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (9) with α′ = 0.002 for the relevant WFIRST PSFs. The

black × represents a nominal value of the IPC parameters in H4RG detectors. For each filter,

the adaptive size in milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2) without IPC is noted above the

subplots.

Fig. 8.— Contour plot of the change in the ellipticity component e2 as a function of the α and

α+ parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (9) with α′ = 0.002 for the relevant WFIRST PSFs. The

black × represents a nominal value of the IPC parameters in H4RG detectors. For each filter,

the adaptive size in milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2) without IPC is noted above the

subplots.
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We start by considering the 2-parameter isotropic IPC kernel (Eq. 8) assuming that the model

is correct but its parameters have uncertainties. The issue at hand can be addressed by looking

the change in the PSF sizes and shapes as a function of α and α′, as done in Sec. 5.1; but now on a

finer grid over the range of values of the IPC parameters where we expect them to lie. In the ideal

case of being able to correct for IPC exactly, the error in PSF size and shape will be due to δα and

δα′, the difference between the true values of α and α′ and their assumed values, denoted by α0

and α′

0. For nominal values of α0 = 0.02 and α′

0 = 0.002, Figs. 9–11 show the error in PSF size and

ellipticity as a function of errors in the parameters, δα and δα′. For a 10% error in α and fixed α′

(δα′ = 0), the error in relative increase in size is ∼ (5± 0.5)%. All the contour lines in these three

figures are parallel and approximately equally spaced, which suggests that a linear fitting function

could describe these results very well. Thus,

σ′(α,α′)− σ′(α0, α
′

0) ≈ δαRα(α0, α
′

0) + δα′ Rα′(α0, α
′

0) (30a)

e′k(α,α
′)− e′k(α0, α

′

0) ≈ δα Sk,α(α0, α
′

0) + δα′ Sk,α′(α0, α
′

0), for k = 1, 2 (30b)

for some set of coefficients Rα, Rα′ , Sk,α and Sk,α′ (for k = 1, 2), which are equivalent to appropriate

partial derivatives evaluated at the chosen nominal values of the parameters.

The coefficients in Eqs. (30) were calculated by performing linear regression on an 11×11 grid

of δα and δα′, with δα varying uniformly from −0.005 to +0.005 and δα′ varying uniformly from

−5 × 10−4 to +5 × 10−4. The values of the coefficients for the PSFs of the J129, H158 and F184

bandpasses are given in Table 3. We find that the quantities on the left hand side of Eqs. (30)

agree with the linear model prediction with at most a 1% error, for δα ≈ 0.1α0. Thus, the errors

in PSF sizes and ellipticities can simply be specified by the six linear coefficients, Rα, Rα′ , S1,α,

S1,α′ , S2,α and S2,α′ , defined in Eq. 30.

We computed the coefficients corresponding to the PSFs with no supporting struts (not shown

in the figures or tables). When we do not include the struts (but do include obscuration and

the expected level of aberrations), Rα/σ(α0, α
′

0) decreases by 10% from its original value when we

include struts. This suggests that requirements on IPC may not depend very strongly on the choice

to include or exclude struts in the simulations. The change in the S-type coefficients is comparable

or even greater than the coefficients themselves by a factor of 2 in many cases (and hence a change

of sign in some cases), indicating that the ellipticities are very sensitive to the diffraction spikes.

Bandpass Rα/σ(α0, α
′

0) Rα′/σ(α0, α
′

0) S1,α S1,α′ S2,α S2,α′

J129 2.9432 2.7691 0.1308 -0.063 0.0116 0.0134

H158 2.4457 2.5631 0.1171 0.0406 0.0076 0.0112

F184 2.0168 2.3741 0.0807 0.0604 0.0054 0.0084

Table 3: List of the six coefficients given in Eqns. 30 for the J129, H158 and F184 bandpasses. The

coefficients represent the ‘instantaneous rate’ of change in PSF size and ellipticity with respect to

the change in one of the IPC parameters about the nominal values for the case of isotropic kernel

(Eq. 8).
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Fig. 9.— Contour plot of the relative change in the adaptive size (expressed as a percent) as a

function of δα and δα′, the deviation from their nominal values (α0 = 0.02 and α′

0 = 0.002) of the

parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (8) for the relevant WFIRST PSFs. The black × corresponds

to no deviation from the chosen nominal values of the IPC parameters in H4RG detectors. For

each filter, the adaptive size in milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2) without IPC is noted

above the subplots.

Fig. 10.— Contour plot of the absolute change (after multiplication by 103) in the ellipticity

component e1 as a function of δα and δα′, the deviation from their nominal values (α0 = 0.02

and α′

0 = 0.002) of the parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (8) for the relevant WFIRST PSFs.

The black × corresponds to no deviation from the chosen nominal values of the IPC parameters in

H4RG detectors. For each filter, the adaptive size in milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2)

without IPC is noted above the subplots.
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Instead of the adaptive size, if we consider the EE50 radius, the coefficient that is the analog of

Rα/σ(α0, α
′

0) is either comparable or slightly smaller (by 33% or less) than the corresponding coef-

ficient for the adaptive size. On the other hand, the coefficient that is the analog of Rα′/σ(α0, α
′

0)

is consistently about 60% larger than the corresponding one for the adaptive size. Thus, the EE50

radius, like the unweighted moment (Sec. 3.1.2), is more sensitive to the diagonal coupling than

the adaptive size is.

5.3. Effects on PSF due to anisotropy of IPC

We now address the effect of a slight anisotropy that is commonly observed in the IPC kernel

on the PSF shapes. The difference between the nearest neighbor coupling along the axes of H4RG

detectors is expected to be small, as in for WFC3 (Eq. 11). This lets us handle the anisotropy

perturbatively as we handled the uncertainties in the coupling in Sec. 5.2. If we denote the average

nearest neighbor coupling along both the directions as α, we consider the exact coupling along x

and y axes as a small deviation from α, which we denote as α+. Generalizing the Eqns. 30, we now

write

δσ′ = δαRα + δα+ R+, (31a)

δe′k = δα Sk,α + δα+ Sk,+, for k = 1, 2. (31b)

Naively, we expect the anisotropy to have only a weak effect on the PSF sizes and a relatively

stronger effect on the ellipticity, compared to that from the isotropic term α. We verify this and

quantify the effect from simulations. In our simulations to compute the coefficients in Eq. 31, we

varied αx defined as α+α+ and αy defined as α−α+ uniformly on a 11×11 grid from 0.02−0.005

to 0.02 + 0.005. We held α′ constant at its nominal value of 2 × 10−3 for simplicity. The best fit

parameters for Rα, R+, Sk,α and Sk,+ in Eqns. 31 are found from linear regression. If the model

is valid, then we should expect the Rα values to agree with their earlier values. Table 4 lists these

coefficients for the J129, H158 and F184 bandpasses and indeed the Rα values agree for all of them.

Bandpass Rα/σ(α0, α
′

0) R+/σ(α0, α
′

0) S1,α S1,+ S2,α S2,+

J129 2.9429 0.0383 0.1308 4.1516 0.0116 0.1165

H158 2.4454 0.0435 0.1171 3.7389 0.0075 0.0704

F184 2.0166 0.0336 0.0807 3.2975 0.0054 0.045

Table 4: List of the six coefficients given in Eqns. 31 for the J129, H158 and F184 bandpasses. The

coefficients represent the ‘instantaneous rate’ of change in PSF size and ellipticity with respect to

the change in one of the nearest neighbor coupling parameters about the nominal values for the

case of anisotropic kernel (Eq. 9).
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6. IPC in the context of WFIRST requirements

It is informative to place the results of our analysis in Sec. 5 into context, comparing IPC-

related shape measurement errors to the requirements for theWFIRST PSF as outlined in Spergel et al.

(2015). We highlight again that the PSFs used in our analysis do not include jitter and charge

diffusion. These effects will tend to increase the size of the PSFs and somewhat reduce the rela-

tive effects of IPC. Thus, not including these effects would tend to push our bounds on the IPC

parameters to the slightly pessimistic/conservative side.

While the maximum allowed PSF sizes are given in terms of the half-light radii, the maximum

tolerable error on PSF sizes are given in terms of the second moments. Since the adaptive moments

are sensitive mainly to the core of the PSF, our overall conclusions based on adaptive moments are

fairly independent of the choice of including the diffraction spikes. This can be seen from Table 2,

where the adaptive sizes change by . 1.6% whether or not we consider the diffraction spikes as a

part of the PSF.

Let us suppose that it is possible to measure the IPC parameters to within errors of δα = δα′ =

δα+ = 10−4. These could be simple calibration errors or perhaps due to some spatial or temporal

IPC variation that went uncharacterized. If we model the WFIRST PSF with these parameters, we

see that the worst PSF shape errors are in the J band, with δσ/σ ≈ 5.75× 10−4 (and from Eq. 16,

δtr(M)/tr(M) . 1.15 × 10−3) and δe1 ≈ 4.35 × 10−4. These values are obtained from Eqs. 30

and 31, with values for the coefficients taken from Tables 3 and 4. For the High Latitude Imaging

Survey, the tolerance on the relative error of trace of the second moments of the PSFs is set as

0.093%, and the required knowledge of PSF ellipticity is 4.7× 10−4 per component (Spergel et al.

2015). These tolerances might evolve as the details of the survey are finalized. Thus, our model

would have errors comparable to the tolerances for the entire survey. In practice, a PSF model

will be fit to on-sky measurements, and shape errors caused by a misestimate of IPC parameters

will be absorbed by other parameters in the PSF model. This freedom relaxes requirements for the

IPC parameters. To set definitive IPC requirements for WFIRST, we need to consider the planned

shape measurement strategy and other sources of shape measurement error, which are still being

studied. However, we have shown that the effect of IPC on shape measurement is sufficiently large

that our ability to calibrate it out should not be taken for granted.

7. Conclusion and future work

We have explored the impact of interpixel capacitance, an effect that will be relevant for surveys

such as WFIRST that will use near-infrared detectors, on the point-spread function, including its

size and shape. To carry out this work, we have created a new WFIRST module in the publicly-

available GalSim software package. Using this software, we have determined linear fitting formulae

that describe how the PSF size and shape change with the level of IPC, including the effects of

changing different parts of a two-parameter IPC model. Our simulations show that the level of IPC
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that is present in state-of-the-art detector technology will increase the typical PSF sizes by ∼ 5%

for WFIRST. This is roughly the case irrespective of whether we include the supporting struts in

simulating the PSFs or not.

The isotropic IPC kernel also changes the ellipticity of the PSFs. The changes in e1 and e2 are

an order of magnitude smaller than the expected PSF e1 and e2 themselves. These results may be

useful inputs into WFIRST hardware requirements.

There are schemes (McCullough 2008) for removing the effect of IPC from astronomical images.

However, these schemes rely on knowledge of the IPC. Thus, we also consider the scenario where the

IPC is assumed to be at the nominally expected level, but there are actually systematic deviations

from that level, and derive linear fitting formulae for errors on PSF sizes and shapes in the different

WFIRST passbands. Assuming a perfect IPC correction scheme, a 10% error in determining the

nearest neighbor coupling results in relative errors that are of the order 5× 10−3 in the PSF sizes.

For the errors in PSF sizes and shapes to be within the allowed limits for WFIRST, the uncertainty

in the parameters α, α′ and α+ must be much smaller than 10−4.

Our results represent an important step towards placing requirements on hardware that affects

the PSF for the WFIRST survey. Future work will use these to consider their impact on the scientific

measurements of interest, such as weak lensing. The modifications of the PSFs due to imperfect

knowledge of IPC can contribute towards shear calibration biases when carrying out the process of

PSF correction to estimate weak lensing shears (Kannawadi et. al., in prep). Even if we had perfect

knowledge of IPC, the correlation in the noise caused due to IPC will affect the shear calibration

biases. We analyze these effects of IPC in the presence of noise in a future work (Kannawadi et.

al., in prep).

Another interesting direction for future work would be to consider the interplay between dif-

ferent detector effects, such as IPC and read noise. Since the introduction of read noise happens

at a later stage compared to IPC, any IPC correction scheme would correlate the read noise. We

defer exploration of the impact of correlated read noise to future work.
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A. Unweighted moments

If the unweighted moments of the PSFs did not diverge, then it is possible to obtain an

expression for the sizes of the PSFs with and without the effect of interpixel capacitance. Eq. 22

shows how the effective size of any profile increases as a function of the isotropic IPC parameters,

which we now derive. The crucial idea behind the derivation is the following: if we convolve two

or more image profiles, their unweighted moments add, i.e.,

Mh = Mf +Mg (A1)

where f(~x) and g(~x) are two image profiles, h(~x) = (f ⊗ g)(~x) and Mf is the second moments of

f(~x) and so on.

If the object we are measuring is circularly symmetric and has a finite size σ that can be

defined from the unweighted moments, say like that of a Gaussian, then it’s moment matrix would

be σ212, where 12 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The pixel response is given by a top-hat profile,
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whose second moments matrix given by 1
1212. For the IPC kernel given in Eq. 8, the matrix of

second moments is given by (2α + 4α′)12.

Thus, the moment matrix of the image would be (σ2 + 1/12 + 2α+ 4α′)12 and the measured

size of the PSF, as a function of α would be

σ′(α) =

√

σ2 +
1

12
+ 2α+ 4α′ (A2)

If the moments of the object were given by a more generic 2× 2 symmetric matrix, say,

MG =

(

σ2
x ǫ

ǫ σ2
y

)

(A3)

then

σ′(α) =

√

√

σ2
xσ

2
y − ǫ2 +

1

12
+ 2α+ 4α′ (A4)

Note that this equation does not depend on the profile of the PSF but only on the fact that the

second moments do not diverge. However, this expression is paricularly useful only for Gaussian

light profiles since this expression also matches the adaptive size of such objects. Moreover, the

conditions that σ ≫ 1 pixel and α,α′ ≪ 1 must be satisfied so that the non-Gaussianity introduced

by the pixel response and the IPC kernel is not significant.
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Fig. 11.— Contour plot of the absolute change (after multiplication by 103) in the ellipticity

component e2 as a function of δα and δα′, the deviation from their nominal values (α0 = 0.02

and α′

0 = 0.002) of the parameters in the IPC kernel in Eq. (8) for the relevant WFIRST PSFs.

The black × corresponds to no deviation from the chosen nominal values of the IPC parameters in

H4RG detectors. For each filter, the adaptive size in milliarcseconds (mas) and ellipticity (e1, e2)

without IPC is noted above the subplots.
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